
NEW FLOATING LEG ANCHORS FOR VITREX TOILET 

PARTITIONS

Vitrex  has  introduced  new  “floating”  leg  anchors  for  its  range  of  Vitraflex  and

Vitraflush cubicle systems. 

Cristian Cottino,  Sales  and  Marketing Director  of  Jet  Park-based  Vitrex,  says  the

cubicle partitions were originally supported by floor mounted stiles, fixed at the front

of the partition. “Now we have introduced new leg anchors, set back from the stiles

and located on the underside of the partition, to provide the necessary support for the

system. The result is that there are no conspicuous floor mountings visible from the

front  of  the  cubicles  and  the  stiles  appear  to  `float’  over  the  floor  surface,”  he

explained. 

Apart from its aesthetical benefits, the stainless steel floating anchors facilitate ease of

cleaning and therefore improve hygiene, through the reduction of potential bacterial

growth at the base of the stiles. “The new system has already drawn strong support

from designers who have given Vitrex extremely positive feedback,” he added.

The new floating leg anchors were recently specified for the Vitraflex toilet cubicles

installed at Crawford College in Fourways,  Johannesburg; as well as Willowbridge

Mall  and  Vangate  Mall,  two  new  shopping  centre  developments  in  Cape  Town.

Vitrex’s Western Cape agent, Façade Projects, secured the two Cape Town contracts. 

In addition to the new design, Vitrex would still continue to offer the stiles for its

toilet, shower and cloakroom cubicle systems in both flush-mounted or standard leg

anchor format, Cottino stated.

Produced  by  fusing  three  layers  of  glass  to  sheet  steel  at  temperatures  over  800

degrees  Celsius,  the  vitreous  enamelled  steel  surface  on  the  Vitrex  cubicle

components is impervious to chemicals, spray paints, and bacterial or mould growth.

Colours  and  permanent  and  the  partitions  are  also graffiti-proof,  needing only an

occasional wipe down for cleaning. A standard range of 20 colours is available with

an almost unlimited choice on special request. 
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